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Russia In 1919 2018-01-10
this book was converted from its physical edition to the digital
format by a community of volunteers you may find it for free on
the web purchase of the kindle edition includes wireless delivery

Putin Mystique 2014-01-30
a vivid and revealing exploration of the way in which myth power
and religion interact to produce the love hate relationship between
the russian people and vladimir putin

Powering Europe: Russia, Ukraine, and
the Energy Squeeze 2015-12-17
seeking clarity about the conflict in ukraine and responding to the
urgent need to analyze europe s energy prospects outside of
russia kandiyoti links analysis of real energy infrastructure with
analysis of the political and economic dynamics unfolding at local
national regional and global levels

Putin's Third Term as Russia's
President, 2012-18 2018-12-07
this book provides a comprehensive and systematic overview of
putin s third term as russia s president it covers political
international relations economic and social issues and provides a
balanced assessment of putin s successes and failures these
include the conflict in ukraine the annexation of crimea scandals
associated with the olympics russia s increasing involvement with
asia including with the shanghai co operation organisation and
shifts in the economy away from huge reliance on energy
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resources the book sets putin s activities as president in their
wider context discussing his overall popularity the weakness of
potential opposition and the development of the russian federation
as a relatively new state

Russia 2009
in the russian quest for peace and democracy metta spencer
recounts the political and military changes that have occurred in
russia up to mid 2010 using hundreds of interviews she conducted
with officials dissidents and liberal intellectuals she describes the
various groups forces and individuals that worked to liberalize the
totalitarian soviet union and its fellow nations behind the iron
curtain and which ultimately brought about the dissolution of
those repressive governments spencer identifies four political
orientations to describe soviet society sheep ordinary citizens who
accepted the undemocratic regime they lived in without
challenging it dinosaurs hard line communist officials termites
including mikhail gorbachev and his advisers and government and
barking dogs a few hundred dissidents who made a lot of noise
protesting hoping to awaken a grass roots demand for democracy
the strange rivalry between the termites and barking dogs would
ultimately doom perestroika spencer s research dispels the widely
held perception that us president ronald reagan won the cold war
by standing firm until the soviet union blinked first there are vitally
important lessons to be learned from the soviet period about how
to assist citizens of totalitarian and authoritarian regimes around
the world the irony is that transnational civil society organizations
major sources of the progress in soviet russia are still needed
today in authoritarian russia under vladimir putin and dmitry
medvedev for totalitarianism remains a potential social trap in the
russian quest for peace and democracy metta spencer suggests
new ways of building urgently needed social capital in today s
russia where democracy has yet to flourish
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The Russian Quest for Peace and
Democracy 2012-07-10
this brilliant series now includes new editions of 17 top titles full
colour a4 format to meet the changing needs of gcse students
written by gcse examiners and teachers to give all students an
expert understanding of the text they include an invaluable exam
skills section with essay plans sample answers and expert
guidance on understanding exam questions to show students what
they need to do to reach their potential a wealth of useful content
including key quotes checklists study tips and short activities to
help students revise effectively the widest coverage with in depth
analys

York Notes for GCSE: Animal Farm
Kindle edition 2013-11-18
russia is the world s largest country it has a vast history dating
back more than one thousand years during its existence it has
seen many wars different leaders and political confrontations
today russia is an independent nation with many traditions its
people are diverse this book takes an in depth look at russia and
describes how it became the country it is today all books of the
critically acclaimed cultures of the world series ensure an
immersive experience by offering vibrant photographs with
descriptive nonfiction narratives and interactive activities such as
creating an authentic traditional dish from an easy to follow recipe
copious maps and detailed timelines present the past and present
of the country while exploration of the art and architecture help
your readers to understand why diversity is the spice of life
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Russia 2015-07-15
this book presents a comprehensive survey of the current state of
russia and how russia is likely to develop in the immediate future
not always sticking to the mainstream narrative it covers political
events including putin s constitutional reforms of january 2020 and
their likely consequences economic developments russia s
international relations and military activities and changes and
issues in russian society including in education the place of women
health care and religion special attention is paid to manifestations
of the covid 19 pandemic the book s overall conclusion is that
events of 2020 may compel putin to think again before he decides
whether to run for office in 2024

Russia after 2020 2021-09-25
empire revolution and the new tsar is russia in the hands of a
lunatic ever since vladimir putin s presidential incarnation pundits
and political analysts have asked this question with increasing
frequency known for his aggressive politics abroad and
irresponsible despotism domestically the leader of the world s
largest nation holds seemingly limitless control over his people but
putin is only the latest face of russian political power
understanding his rule means understanding russia in russia putin
s playground anastasia edel explores the tumultuous relationship
between the russian state and its people and traces russia s
history from its inception through putin s controversial rule in a
series of short and punchy articles putin s playground examines
every facet of russian life and culture from literature to oligarchs
including peter the great to punk protesters pussy riot
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Russia: Putin's Playground 2016-01-05
the gates of hell shall not prevail decimated by war revolution and
famine the evangelical lutheran church of russia was in critical
condition in 1921 in the gates of hell matthew heise recounts the
bravery and suffering of german russian lutherans during the
period between the two great world wars these stories tell of
ordinary christians who remained faithful to death in the face of
state persecution christians in russia had dark days characterized
by defeat but god preserved his church against all human odds the
church would outlast the man made sandcastles of communist
utopianism the gates of hell is a wonderful testimony to the
enduring power of god s word christ s church and the spirit s
faithfulness

The Gates of Hell 2022-05-11
skillfully lays out mr putin s approach to the middle east wall
street journal detailed and fascinating diplomatic courier putin
intervened in syria in september 2015 with international critics
predicting that russia would overextend itself and barack obama
suggesting the country would find itself in a quagmire in syria
contrary to this anna borshchevskaya argues that in fact putin
achieved significant key domestic and foreign policy objectives
without crippling costs and is well positioned to direct syria s
future and become a leading power in the middle east this
outcome has serious implications for western foreign policy
interests both in the middle east and beyond this book places
russian intervention in syria in this broader context exploring putin
s overall approach to the middle east historically moscow has a
special relationship with damascus and traces the political
diplomatic military and domestic aspects of this intervention
borshchevskaya delves into the russian military campaign public
opinion within russia as well as russian diplomatic tactics at the
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united nations crucially this book illustrates the impact of western
absence in syria particularly us absence and what the role of the
west is and could be in the middle east

Putin's War in Syria 2021-11-04
in 2012 on the eve of vladimir putin s inauguration for a
controversial third term as president mass protests ended in
violent clashes between demonstrators and the police they ruined
my big day now i m going to ruin their lives putin was alleged to
have said now boris nemtsov is dead other key opposition leaders
are either in prison or under house arrest and the kremlin is using
the situation in ukraine to further its domestic aims encouraging
the rise of violent pro putin groups and labelling protesters
national traitors journalist and long time moscow resident marc
bennetts examines how putin and his shadowy advisers crushed
russia s brave new protest movement featuring rare interviews
with everyone from nemtsov and other protest leaders to kremlin
insiders bennetts provides an unprecedented insight into the
realities of politics on the ground the result is a brilliant portrayal
of the battle for russia s soul one which continues to this day

I'm Going to Ruin Their Lives
2016-02-25
in the freezing winter of 2011 in what was a watershed moment
100 000 took to moscow s streets to protest putin s landslide
election victory amid widespread allegations of corruption and
vote rigging a few months later pussy riot hit headlines around the
world when they were arrested following their anti putin
demonstration in a russian orthodox cathedral now marc bennetts
takes us straight to the beating heart of the opposition movement
introducing a generation of russian dissidents all united by their
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hatred of putin and his bid to silence all political adversaries we
meet a bustling cast of urban youth blogging and tweeting to
expose the injustices of the regime and a rag tag bunch of
dissenters from bolshoi ballerinas to skinhead nationalists
featuring interviews with everyone from gary kasparov to top
kremlin loyalists this is the definitive guide to the vicious battle for
russia s soul

Kicking the Kremlin 2014-02-06
this edited volume offers a comparative and interdisciplinary
analysis of interrogation and questioning in war and conflict in the
twentieth century despite the current public interest and its
military importance interrogation and questioning in conflict is still
a largely under researched theme this volume s methodological
thrust is to select historical case studies ranging in time from the
great war to the conflicts in former yugoslavia and including the
second world war decolonization the cold war the troubles in
northern ireland and international justice cases in the hague each
of which raises interdisciplinary issues about the role of
interrogation these case studies were selected because they
resurface previously unexplored sources on the topic or revisit
known cases which allow us to analyse the role of interrogation
and questioning in intelligence security and military operations
written by a group of experts from a range of disciplines including
history intelligence psychology law and human rights interrogation
in war and conflict provides a study of the main turning points in
interrogation and questioning in twentieth century conflicts over a
wide geographical area the collection also looks at issues such as
the extent of the use of harsh techniques the value of
interrogation to military intelligence security and international
justice the development of interrogation as a separate profession
in intelligence as well as the relationship between interrogation
and questioning and wider society this book will be of much
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interest to students of intelligence studies strategic studies
counter terrorism international justice history and ir in general

Interrogation in War and Conflict
2014-04-29
us major general retired john s harrel a graduate of the us army
war college trained with the ukrainian army in the 1990s and in
2006 and commanded ukrainian troops as part of the nato force in
kosovo in 2005 his military expertise and detailed knowledge of
the combatants informs this clear narrative and analysis of the
course of the first 10 months of the war he gives the reasons for
the failure of the russian invasion and conversely explains how the
ukrainian defense exceeded expectations while acknowledging
that strategic mistakes were made on both sides

The Russian Invasion of Ukraine,
February - December 2022 2024-01-30
from the author of nothing is true and everything is possible
elegant effortlessly readable essential reading for the new dark
age of disinformation jonathan freedland original pomerantsev
digs deep into the past history of information warfare in order to
help us understand how to fight charlatans and fear mongers in
the present anne applebaum excellent carefully researched and
beautifully written to be read by everyone seeking perspective on
all the lies of war and all the wars of lies timothy snyder from one
of our leading experts on disinformation the incredible true story
of the complex and largely forgotten wwii propagandist sefton
delmer and what we can learn from him today in the summer of
1941 hitler and his allies ruled europe from the atlantic to the
black sea britain was struggling to combat the powerful nazi
propaganda machine which crowed victory and smeared its
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enemies however inside germany there was one notable voice of
dissent from the very heart of the military machine der chef a
german whose radio broadcasts skilfully questioned nazi doctrine
he had access to high ranking military secrets and spoke of
internal rebellion his listeners included german soldiers and
citizens but what these audiences didn t know was that der chef
was a fiction a character created by the british propagandist
sefton delmer just one player in his vast counter propaganda
cabaret a unique weapon in the war as author peter pomerantsev
uncovers delmer s story he is called into a wartime propaganda
effort of his own the global response to putin s invasion of ukraine
this book is the story of delmer and his modern day investigator as
they each embark on their own quest to seduce and inspire the
passions of supporters and enemies and to turn the tide of
information wars

How to Win an Information War
2024-03-05
from governesses with supernatural powers to motor car obsessed
amphibians the iconic images of english children s literature
helped shape the view of the nation around the world but as
translating england into russian reveals russian translators did not
always present the same picture of englishness that had been
painted by authors in this book elena goodwin explores russian
translations of classic english children s literature considering how
representations of englishness depended on state ideology and
reflected the shifting nature of russia s political and cultural
climate as soviet censorship policy imposed restrictions on what
and how to translate this book examines how translation dealt with
and built bridges between cultures in a restricted environment in
order to represent images of england through analysing the soviet
and post soviet translations of rudyard kipling kenneth grahame j
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m barrie a a milne and p l travers this book connects the concepts
of society ideology and translation to trace the role of translation
through a time of transformation in russian society making use of
previously unpublished archival material goodwin provides the first
analysis of the role of translated english children s literature in
modern russian history and offers fresh insight into anglo russian
relations from the russian revolution to the present day this
ground breaking book is therefore a vital resource for scholars of
russian history and literary translation

Translating England into Russian
2019-12-26
since the disintegration of the ussr many russian baptists have
actively engaged in evangelism church planting and acts of social
service this book is a response to the need to critically evaluate
the effectiveness of past mission efforts and their undergirding
theology in this detailed study dr andrey kravtsev combines
historical and qualitative studies to outline the understanding of
mission developed by russian baptists during the soviet era when
they were almost completely isolated from global missiological
developments first kravtsev identifies four key missiological
concepts and uses them to analyze the history of mission theology
in global evangelical mission movements and the russian baptists
he then interviewed thirty leaders from the russian union of
evangelical christian baptists to find their view of these concepts
and their convictions of the need to reconsider traditional
missiological views from his findings dr kravtsev suggests five
themes for facilitating the transition of russian baptist mission
theology from the late soviet model of eschatological escapism to
a holistic missional evangelicalism this book places evangelical
mission in contemporary russian socio political and ideological
contexts and provides an important contribution for leading
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churches to a renewed missionary encounter with culture

Russian Baptist Mission Theology in
Historical and Contemporary
Perspective 2019-10-31
wall street and the russian revolution will give readers critical
insight into what might be called the secret history of the 20th
century the russian revolution like the war in which it was born
represents the real beginning of the modern world the book will
look not just at the sweep of events but probe the economic
ideological and personal motivations of the key figures involved
revealing heretofore unknown or misunderstood connections was
trotsky for instance a political genius an unprincipled egomaniac
or something of each readers should come away with not only a
far deeper understanding of what happened in russia a century
ago but also what happened in america and how that still shapes
the relations of the twocountries today

Wall Street and the Russian Revolution
2017-06-07
an unprecedented analysis of the crucial but underexplored roles
the united states and other nations have played in shaping syria s
ongoing civil war one of the best informed and non partisan
accounts of the syrian tragedy yet published patrick cockburn
independent syria s brutal long lasting civil war is widely viewed as
a domestic contest that began in 2011 and only later drew foreign
nations into the fray but in this book christopher phillips shows the
crucial roles that were played by the united states russia iran
saudi arabia turkey and qatar in syria s war right from the start
phillips untangles the international influences on the tragic conflict
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and illuminates the west s strategy against isis the decline of u s
power in the region and much more originally published in 2016
the book has been updated with two new chapters

The Battle for Syria 2020-07-01
russian music today has a firm hold around the world in the
repertoire of opera houses ballet companies and orchestras the
music of pyotr tchaikovsky nikolai rimsky korsakov sergey
rachmaninov sergey prokofiev and dmitri shostakovich is very
much today s lingua franca both in the concert hall and on the
soundtracks of international blockbusters from hollywood
meanwhile the innovations of modest musorgsky alexander
borodin and igor stravinsky have played their crucial role in the
development of western music influencing the work of virtually
every notable composer of the past century historical dictionary of
russian music second edition contains a chronology an
introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section
has more than 600 cross referenced entries for each of russia s
major performing organizations and performance venues and on
specific genres such as ballet film music symphony and church
music this book is an excellent resource for students researchers
and anyone wanting to know more about russian music

Historical Dictionary of Russian Music
2022-02-15
digital russia provides a comprehensive analysis of the ways in
which new media technologies have shaped language and
communication in contemporary russia it traces the development
of the russian language internet explores the evolution of web
based communication practices showing how they have both
shaped and been shaped by social political linguistic and literary
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realities and examines online features and trends that are
characteristic of and in some cases specific to the russian
language internet

Digital Russia 2014-03-05
if you were an independent adventurous liberated american
woman in the 1920s or 1930s where might you have sought
escape from the constraints and compromises of bourgeois living
paris and the left bank quickly come to mind but would you have
ever thought of russia and the wilds of siberia this choice was not
as unusual as it seems now as julia l mickenberg uncovers in
american girls in red russia there is a forgotten counterpoint to the
story of the lost generation beginning in the late nineteenth
century russian revolutionary ideology attracted many women
including suffragists reformers educators journalists and artists as
well as curious travelers some were famous like isadora duncan or
lillian hellman some were committed radicals though more were
just intrigued by the soviet experiment but all came to russia in
search of social arrangements that would be more equitable just
and satisfying and most in the end were disillusioned some by the
mundane realities others by horrifying truths mickenberg reveals
the complex motives that drew american women to russia as they
sought models for a revolutionary new era in which women would
be not merely independent of men but also equal builders of a
new society soviet women after all earned the right to vote in
1917 and they also had abortion rights property rights the right to
divorce maternity benefits and state supported childcare even
women from soviet national minorities many recently unveiled
became public figures as african american and jewish women
noted yet as mickenberg s collective biography shows russia
turned out to be as much a grim commune as a utopia of freedom
replete with economic social and sexual inequities american girls
in red russia recounts the experiences of women who saved
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starving children from the russian famine worked on rural
communes in siberia wrote for moscow or new york newspapers or
performed on soviet stages mickenberg finally tells these
forgotten stories full of hope and grave disappointments

American Girls in Red Russia
2017-04-25
the author of the nisibis war analyzes the red army s usage of
horse mounted units along the soviet german eastern front during
world war ii while the development of tanks had largely led to the
replacement of cavalry in most armies by 1939 the soviets
retained a strong mounted arm in the terrain and conditions of the
eastern front they were able to play an important role denied them
elsewhere john harrel shows how the soviets developed a doctrine
of deep penetration using cavalry formations to strike into the axis
rear disrupting logistics and lines of communication encircling and
isolating units interestingly he also shows that this doctrine did not
stem from the native cavalry tradition of the steppe but from the
example of the american civil war the american approach was
copied by the russians in wwi and the russian civil war refined by
the soviets in the early stages of world war two and perfected
during the last two years of the war the soviet experience
demonstrated that deep operations cavalry raids against enemy
rear echelons set the conditions for victory although the last horse
mounted units disappeared in the 1950s their influence led
directly to the formation of the operational manoeuvre groups that
ironically faced u s forces in the cold war an expansive analysis of
the technical tactical and operational employment of soviet
cavalry against the germans and their axis allies for practitioners
who want to understand the history and development the book is a
goldmine of overlooked campaigns and actions the book s dense
and detailed presentation makes it valuable to operational
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planners and those interested in the soviet german war armor
magazine

Soviet Cavalry Operations During the
Second World War 2019-09-30
explores the impact of the russian revolution and league of nations
on british modernist culture

Modernism, Internationalism and the
Russian Revolution 2018-08-13
this book explores the impact of railroads on 19thcentury russian
peasant collectivism the mutual insurance mechanism in a
precarious agricultural environment provided bya structured
communal village system predicated on the reputation and
authorityof community norms is exposed to rationalist exchange
occasioning an institutional adaptation process the
individualization of property rights in land spatial mobility
technology animated market integration specialization literacy and
human capital acquisition among peasant wage workers who
commuted from their villages temporarily rising transaction costs
forced the tsar to concede household property rights in land in the
so called stolypin reform of 1906 this challenge to the imperial
patrimony powered by the railroads steered late imperial russia
toward constitutional governance the spatial mobility technology
gave peasants access to centers of agglomeration of knowledge
changedcognitive perceptions of distance and reduced the
uncertainty and opportunity costs of travel the empirical findings
in this monograph corroborate the conclusion that the railroads
occasioned a cultural revolution in late imperial russia and made
stalin unnecessary for the modernization of the euro asian giant
this book highlights the profound effect that the development of
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the railroads had on russian economic and political institutions and
practices it will be of indispensable valueto students and
researchers interested in transitional economics and economic
history

Russia on the Move 2022-02-18
a new series of bespoke full coverage resources developed for the
aqa 2015 a as level history written for the aqa a as level history
specifications for first teaching from 2015 this print student book
provides full coverage of the russia in the age of absolutism and
enlightenment 1682 1796 breadth component completely
matched to the new aqa specification this full colour student book
provides valuable background information to contextualise the
period of study supporting students in developing their critical
thinking research and written communication skills it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods
topics and historical themes

A/AS Level History for AQA Russia in
the Age of Absolutism and
Enlightenment, 1682–1796 Student
Book 2016-04-14
in prose as beautiful as it is powerful rita gabis follows the trail of
her grandfather s collaboration with the nazis a trail riddled with
secrets slaughter mystery and discovery rita gabis comes from a
family of eastern european jews and lithuanian catholics she was
close to her catholic grandfather as a child and knew one version
of his past prior to immigration he had fought the russians whose
brutal occupation of lithuania destroyed thousands of lives before
hitler s army swept in five years ago gabis discovered an
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unthinkable dimension to her family story from 1941 to 1943 her
grandfather had been chief of security police under the gestapo in
the lithuanian town of svencionys near the killing field of poligon
where 8 000 jews were murdered over three days in the fall of
1941 in 1942 the local polish population was also hunted down
gabis felt compelled to find out the complicated truth of who her
grandfather was and what he had done built around dramatic
interviews in four countries filled with original scholarship and
mesmerizing in its lyricism a guest at the shooters banquet is a
history and family memoir like no other documenting the
holocaust by bullets in a remarkable quest as gabis returns again
and again to the country of her grandfather s birth to learn all she
can about the man she thought she knew

A Guest at the Shooters' Banquet
2015-09-08
this book explores the phenomenon of de facto states in eurasia
states such as abkhazia nagorno karabakh and the transnistrian
moldovan republic it examines how they are formed what sustains
them and how their differing development trajectories have
unfolded it argues that most of these de facto states have been
formed with either direct or indirect support from russia but they
all have their own internal logic and are not simply puppets in the
hands of a powerful patron the book provides detailed case studies
and draws out general patterns and compares present day de
facto states with de facto states which existed in the past

Russia 2017
a riveting trip down the corridors of soviet deception sunday
telegraph five star review philps book vindicates the value of truth
washington post philps has an eye for detail and a heart for those
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left behind the times a tale of intrigue and suppression new york
times a compelling and often horrifying tale of moral degradation
and occasional heroism superbly told economist an engaging and
insightful account of foreign correspondents living in the moscow
landmark during the second world war history today reporters
translators lovers spies in the red hotel the untold story of stalin s
propaganda war former daily telegraph foreign editor and russia
expert alan philps sets out the way stalin created his own reality
by constraining and muzzling the british and american reporters
covering the eastern front during the war and forcing them to
reproduce kremlin propaganda war correspondents were both
bullied and pampered in the gilded cage of the metropol hotel
they enjoyed lavish supplies of caviar and had their choice of
young women to employ as translators and to share their beds
while some of these translators turned journalists into robotic
conveyors of kremlin propaganda others were brave secret
dissenters who whispered to reporters the reality of soviet life and
were punished with sentences in the gulag through the use of
british archives and russian sources the story of the role of the
women of the metropol hotel and the foreign reporters they
worked with is told for the first time this revelatory story will finally
lift the lid on stalin s operation to muzzle and control what the
western allies writers and foreign correspondents knew of his
regime s policies to prosecute the war against hitler s rampaging
armies from june 1941 onwards

De Facto States in Eurasia 2019-07-17
foreign fighters in ukraine is the first comprehensive academic
study taking an in depth look at foreigners who have chosen to
fight in the conflict in ukraine while there has been considerable
focus in policy security and academic circles on the threat from
returning jihadists so called returnee foreign terrorist fighters the
same danger from right wing but not essentially terrorist
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extremists and others has been largely overlooked as westerners
rushed to join the nascent caliphate in syria iraq others
simultaneously traveled to another foreign war on what many
would call europe s doorstep the russo ukrainian war this book
unmasks this largely unknown group of fighters as the author
dives into the fighters ideological and social backgrounds their
motivations for joining the conflict their travails on the way there
and their battle record in eastern ukraine to a large extent based
on interviews with the fighters themselves it is a study on how and
why men risk their lives while fighting a foreign war and attract
the attention of security services at home upon their return
particularly given the russian invasion of ukraine in february 2022
and the growing interest in far right violence worldwide the book
evaluates whether these returnees constitute another security
threat to the west this volume will be of interest to all those
researching small wars terrorism peace and conflict studies and
right wing extremism

The Red Hotel 2023-04-27
the russian intelligentsia is the first single volume history of a
small but tremendously influential group of russian intellectuals
who achieved world renown in a variety of spheres while previous
accounts have addressed the history of individuals within this
collective christopher read offers the first explanation of the
intelligentsia as a group read traces the vast debates that broke
out between and within a multitude of intellectual factions and
contextualizes the ideas of the group within the framework of
cultural social political and economic development from the late
18th century to the present day this comprehensive yet accessible
account demonstrates how the russian intelligentsia morphed from
one incarnation to the next and effectively situates this change
and continuity within a pan european context it considers the role
of the intelligentsia throughout its origins its transformation during
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the russian revolution and since the collapse of communism and
highlights the beliefs of key figures such as fyodor dostoyevsky
ivan pavlov vladimir lenin leon trotsky and mikhail gorbachev in
doing so read provides an essential guide to a fascinating aspect
of russia s social and cultural history

Pussy Riot vs Putin Revolutionary
Russia 2022-12-30
in the will to predict eglė rindzevičiūtė demonstrates how the logic
of scientific expertise cannot be properly understood without
knowing the conceptual and institutional history of scientific
prediction she notes that predictions of future population
economic growth environmental change and scientific and
technological innovation have shaped much of twentieth and
twenty first century politics and social life as well as government
policies today such predictions are more necessary than ever as
the world undergoes dramatic environmental political and
technological change but she asks what does it mean to predict
scientifically what are the limits of scientific prediction and what
are its effects on governance institutions and society her
intellectual and political history of scientific prediction takes as its
example twentieth century ussr by outlining the role of prediction
in a range of governmental contexts from economic and social
planning to military strategy she shows that the history of
scientific prediction is a transnational one part of the history of
modern science and technology as well as governance going
beyond the soviet case rindzevičiūtė argues that scientific
predictions are central for organizing uncertainty through the
orchestration of knowledge and action bridging the fields of
political sociology organization studies and history the will to
predict considers what makes knowledge scientific and how such
knowledge has impacted late modern governance
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Foreign Fighters in Ukraine 2024-02-22
the book examines prominent literary works from the past two
decades by russian women writers dealing with the soviet past it
explores works such as daniel stein interpreter by ludmilla
ulitskaya the time of women by elena chizhova secondhand time
the last of the soviets by svetlana alexievich and in memory of
memory by maria stepanova and uncovers connecting thematic
structures and features focusing on the concepts of displacement
and postmemory the book shows how these works have given
voice to those on the margins of society and of great history
whose resistance was often silent in doing so these women writers
portray the everyday experiences and trauma of displaced women
and girls during the second half of the twentieth century this study
offers new insights into the importance of these women writers
work in creating and preserving cultural memory in post soviet
russia

The Russian Intelligentsia 2023-05-15
through detailed exploration of events in tunisia egypt bahrain
libya syria and yemen sean burns here breaks down the concept of
professionalism within the armed forces into its component parts
and demonstrates how variation in military structures determines
their behaviour in so doing and by emphasising historical context
and drawing on a wide range of political science theory burns
sheds fresh light onto the ways in which military structure affects
the potential for democratic transition or the course of civil war
with this book he presented a wide ranging study of the middle
east which provides key tools to understanding the opportunities
for democratisation both during the arab spring and beyond and
which is therefore essential reading for anyone working on the
middle east popular uprisings and the politics of repression
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The Will to Predict 2022-04-22
unlike brazil india or china prior to the beginning of market
oriented reforms in early 1990s russia maintained a high level of
human capital and possessed a highly developed system of
vocational education continuous education and management
development institutions sponsored by the government however
after the beginning of the market reforms many state sponsored
programs were disbanded and individual enterprises and newly
emerging private educational institutions found themselves in a
position of having to provide training and professional
development services for future and current employees both
government level policies in support of hrd and enterprise level
hrd systems have emerged fairly recently in the russian federation
and are still in a stage of change and development this book
provides an in depth analysis of the current state of hrd in the
russian federation it covers country level policies organizational
level programs and strategies and individual level educational and
training efforts while the study is focused on russia its conclusions
will be of value to scholars students and practitioners examining
similar issues surrounding the emergence and development of hrd
systems in emerging countries furthermore the authors framework
for analyzing hrd on multiple levels and across various parts of the
adult and vocational education and development systems offers a
unique and important contribution to the theoretical debate on
comparative educational systems outside the hrd and hrm
communities

Displacement and (Post)memory in
Post-Soviet Women’s Writing
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2018-01-30
this book refutes the idea that russia plays a weak hand well in
international politics the book argues instead that russia under
vladimir putin s regime may not be as weak as is sometimes
thought in the west it takes a multi dimensional approach in
assessing russian state power in international relations going
beyond metrics of power like relative strength of the economy
human capital and size of the military to also include the policy
weight or importance of russian firms and industries as well as
where geographically russian influence has spread globally the
book includes fresh empirical data on the russian economy
demography and human capital and conventional military and
nuclear weaponry capacities in russia relative to other great
powers like china and the united states the book argues that
realpolitik alone does not explain russian foreign policy choices
under putin rather putin s patronal autocratic regime and the need
for social stability plays an important role in understanding when
and why russian power is projected in the 21st century

Revolts and the Military in the Arab
Spring 2015-05-08

Human Resource Development in the
Russian Federation 2020-11-16

Russia Resurrected
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